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Abstract Several philosophers of science construe models of scientific theories as
set-theoretic structures. Some of them moreover claim that models should not be
construed as structures in the sense of model theory because the latter are language-
dependent. I argue that if we are ready to construe models as set-theoretic struc-
tures (strict semantic view), we could equally well construe them as model-theoretic
structures of higher-order logic (liberal semantic view). I show that every family of
set-theoretic structures has an associated language of higher-order logic and an up to
signature isomorphism unique model-theoretic counterpart, which is able to serve the
same purposes. This allows to carry over every syntactic criterion of equivalence for
theories in the sense of the liberal semantic view to theories in the sense of the strict
semantic view. Taken together, these results suggest that the recent dispute about
the semantic view and its relation to the syntactic view can be resolved.
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1 Introduction
According to the syntactic view of scientific theories, we have to specify a class of
statements in a formal language in order to present the formalism of a theory. Ac-
cording to the semantic view, in contrast, we have to specify a class of mathematical
models to present the formalism of a theory. The recent debate about the syntactic
and semantic view (Halvorson, 2012; Glymour, 2013; Halvorson, 2013; van Fraassen,
2014; Lutz, 2015) has shown that it is necessary to distinguish two ways in which the
term ‘mathematical model’ can be understood in this context. It can mean (a) what
is called ‘structure’ or ‘model’ in model theory, namely interpretations of a language
of predicate logic or (b) set-theoretic structures consisting of a collection of basic
sets together with a collection of set-theoretic constructs over those basic sets (e.g.
relations, functions, functions of functions etc.).
Here is a simple example to illustrate this distinction. Suppose A = (P,L, I) is an
affine plane in the sense of incidence geometry. The elements of P are called ‘points’,
those of L ‘lines’ and I is the incidence relation of A. Now let {σp, σl, } be a signature
(i.e. a set of symbols) providing a language for a synthetic axiomatisation of affine
plane geometry and let A˜ be an interpretation of this signature that maps the sort
symbols for points and lines, σp and σl, to the sets P and L, respectively, and the
incidence predicate  to the set I. Then A is a set-theoretic structure, while A˜ is a
structure in the sense of model theory.
A A˜
(P,L, I) (P,L, I)
↑ ↑ ↑
{σp, σl, }
This leads to a distinction between two versions of the semantic view. The liberal
semantic view takes models of theories to be interpretations of formal languages
(‘model-theoretic structures’), whereas the strict semantic view takes them to be
set-theoretic structures. The difference between these two versions of the semantic
view lies in their stances towards language independence. The liberal view embraces
linguistic items (symbols) as parts of models whereas the strict view does not. To
highlight this difference, Halvorson (2013) calls the liberal semantic view ‘semantic+L’
and the strict semantic view ‘semantic−L’.
Both versions of the semantic view have been criticised. Here is a brief summary
of the main arguments put forward in the recent debate.
Some proponents of the semantic view reject its liberal version because they be-
lieve that we lose some of the benefits of the semantic view if we take models to be
interpretations of formal languages. More specifically, the concern is that if models
are interpretations of formal languages, then “the celebrated claim of the linguistic
independence of considering models (and not first-order formalizations of theories),
stressed by adherents of the semantic approach as giving it a clear advantage over the
syntactic view, is simply not true” (French and Ladyman, 1999, 114). An often-cited
expression of this view is van Fraassen’s (1989, 366) claim that the “impact of Suppes’
innovation [i.e. presenting theories as classes of models] is lost if models are defined,
as in many standard logic texts, to be partially linguistic entities, each yoked to a
particular syntax.”
In contrast, Halvorson (2012) argues that the (strict) semantic view is untenable.
His strongest argument is that it lacks resources for explicating an adequate criterion
of theoretical equivalence. Call this the problem of equivalence.
Glymour (2013) proposes a solution to the problem of equivalence. He points
out that there are in fact good criteria of equivalence that can be applied to classes
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of model-theoretic structures: e.g. definitional equivalence in the sense of Tarski et al
(1953) and synonymy in the sense of De Bouvere (1965). However, Glymour’s proposal
only protects the liberal semantic view and not the strict semantic view since it rests
on the assumption that models are model-theoretic structures.
Halvorson (2013) takes Glymour’s point but stresses that the liberal semantic
view is not a real alternative to the syntactic view and that his criticism was aimed
at the strict semantic view. Several other authors have also come to the conclusion
that the liberal semantic view and a liberal version of the syntactic view should not
be seen as rivals, e.g. Worrall (1984), Hendry and Psillos (2007) and Lutz (2014b,
2015). Glymour (2013) also makes this point. The liberal syntactic and semantic
view both acknowledge that the formalism of a theory comprises a class of model-
theoretic structures as well as a class of formulas.1 What distinguishes them is only
what they focus on or what they regard as primary. The liberal syntactic view is
what contemporary proponents of the syntactic view such as Lutz (2014a,b) endorse.
Prze lecki (1969) provides a systematic exposition of the liberal syntactic view, making
use of models extensively. Several philosophers are happy with the liberal versions of
both the syntactic and the semantic view. To them it is a pragmatic question whether
to focus on formulas or model-theoretic structures satisfying these formulas in a given
context—both are at our disposal.
Van Fraassen (2014) puts forward two objections against Halvorson’s criticism.
(a) He contends that Halvorson misrepresents the semantic view. Van Fraassen points
out that he has always acknowledged the trivial point that “when a theory is presented
by displaying a class of models, those models are being described, and that description
is something done in language” (van Fraassen, 2014, 279). Furthermore, he underlines
that, in his early Beth semantics approach, he explicitly included so-called elementary
statements when reconstructing physical theories. Elementary statements are of the
form ‘magnitude m has value r at time t’. Most equations and laws are therefore
not elementary statements. (b) The second objection is that Halvorson ignores that
models are representations and not merely uninterpreted mathematical structures.
Van Fraassen points out that one and the same set-theoretic structures can be used
to represent different phenomena and concludes that it is therefore no wonder that
the problem of equivalence cannot be solved when ignoring representational aspects.
Lutz (2015, Section 6) analyses van Fraassen’s reply to Halvorson and shows that
it misses the point. (a) He argues that Halvorson’s point goes beyond the trivial fact
that one has to use language to externally characterise2 a class of models and also
beyond admitting elementary statements (which van Fraassen later abandoned in
favour of an entirely language-free approach).3 The point is rather that a reasonable
version of the semantic view has to construe models as model-theoretic structures of a
formal object language in which the theory’s specific formulas can be expressed. Van
Fraassen has not conceded that point in his reply nor has he properly addressed it.
1 If we specify a class of sentences, we immediately get the class of all model-theoretic structures
satisfying those sentences. If we specify a class of model-theoretic structures, we immediately get the
class of all sentences that are satisfied in these structures.
2 The language in which one externally characterises a class of models is not an object language
that is interpreted by the models but rather what we could call an ‘external metalanguage’. For
example, the first-order language over the signature {σp, σl, } is the internal object language of the
model-theoretic structure A˜ described above, whereas the expression ‘A = (P,L, I) is an affine plane’
above belongs to the external metalanguage.
3 In retrospect van Fraassen (1989, 365) writes: “I soon found it much more advantageous to
concentrate on the propositions expressible by elementary statements, rather than on the statements
themselves. This is how my emphasis changed progressively in my articles on logical aspects of
quantum mechanics, from 1968 onward. At later points there is not even a bow in the direction of
syntactic description.”
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(b) Lutz furthermore argues that Halvorson’s counterexamples are even relevant when
representation is taken into account because van Fraassen’s account of representation
and empirical adequacy is all about embeddability of data models, which is a purely
formal relation preserved under isomorphism.
Lutz’ latter point aside, it is important to note that Halvorson’s concerns are
simply not about representation at all. They are about how to present the formalism
of a theory. The question is which kind of entities models should be taken to be when
we reconstruct the formalism of a theory in philosophy of science (e.g. in order to
provide a rigorous account of what it is to empirically and ontologically interpret a
formalism or in order to define intertheoretic relations). Hence, the objection that
Halvorson ignores representational aspects misses the point.
So the upshot of the debate so far is this: (1) There is wide agreement that the
liberal semantic view and the liberal syntactic view are not real alternatives that
we have to decide between. (2) There is unsettled disagreement regarding the liberal
and the strict semantic view. The aim of this paper is to thoroughly address this
disagreement.
2 Higher-order model theory as peacemaker
In what follows, I argue that if we are ready to construe models as set-theoretic struc-
tures (strict semantic view), we should also be ready to construe them as higher-order
structures in the sense of model theory (liberal semantic and syntactic view). More
specifically, I defend the following claims. (C1) All families of set-theoretic struc-
tures naturally give rise to internal languages of higher-order logic and correspond-
ing families of model-theoretic structures of higher-order logic. The latter are exact
counterparts of the former and able to serve the same purposes. (C2) Using internal
languages, every solution to the problem of equivalence for classes of model-theoretic
structures can be carried over to classes of set-theoretic structures—pace Halvorson.
(C3) Taking models to be model-theoretic structures of higher-order logic instead of
set-theoretic structures does not lead to disadvantages—pace van Fraassen.
These points are especially relevant for proponents of the strict semantic view, who
can be divided into two groups: (1) There are those who construe models of scientific
theories as set-theoretic structures without claiming that one could not equally well
construe models as model-theoretic structures. For this group the results of this paper
do not lead to a believe revision but rather to an update that the alternative is indeed
equally viable. (2) There are those who go further, claiming that we cannot equally
well construe models as model-theoretic structures because that would lead to a loss of
certain advantages of the semantic view. The results of this paper refute that position.
Before I go into details, let me point out how my arguments are different and
novel in comparison to the recent literature on the topic. Lutz (2015, 15) has made
a similar point by arguing that there is no relevant difference between what he calls
‘labelled structures’ and ‘indexed structures’. A labelled structure consists of a domain
together with a mapping from a relational first-order signature to a set of first-order
relations on the domain. So labelled structures are simply interpretations of single-
sorted, relational first-order signatures. An indexed structure consists of a domain
together with a mapping from an index set to a set of first-order relations on the
domain. According to Lutz, the difference between labelled and indexed structures
boils down to calling certain sets ‘signatures’ rather than ‘index sets’—a merely verbal
difference. One concern about this point is that it is either not strictly true or trivial.
First, there seems to be a difference between signatures and mere index sets that
needs to be addressed. Signatures associate types (arities) with their symbols, whereas
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mere index sets do not associate types with their elements. So more needs to be
said in order to show that there is no substantial difference between indexed and
labelled structures. Second, if one assumes that index sets do associate types with
their elements from the start, then index sets in fact are signatures and indexed
structures simply are labelled structures. But then the view that models are (set-
theoretic) indexed structures rather than (model-theoretic) labelled structures would
be clearly inconsistent from the start, which suggests that the reconstruction could
not be charitable. Another concern is that labelled structures and indexed structures
as described by Lutz are first-order structures. Assuming that all models are first-
order oversimplifies the strict semanticists’ account of models and, thus, threatens
Lutz’ point. As Halvorson (2012, 189) points out:
“Granted, for a structure such as 〈A,R1, . . . Rn−1〉 [i.e. an indexed structure
in Lutz’ terminology] we can easily find a language L for which it is an L
structure. But there are more complicated cases of mathematical structures—
such as topological spaces—that cannot be derived in this way from a first-order
language.”
In fact, scientific practice relies heavily on more complicated set-theoretic structures.
Proponents of the strict semantic view have no reason to assume that all models are
of the simplest kind of relational first-order structures that Lutz discusses. On the
contrary: the mathematical toolbox of the natural and social sciences is full with set-
theoretic structures that are not first-order. Topological spaces are just one simple
example. Here are a few more: measure spaces including probability spaces (which
play a role wherever stochastics is used), topological vector spaces (taking centre
stage in functional analysis, which is vital to many areas of physics and, through
the work of von Neumann (1937), also to economics), differentiable manifolds (which
are crucial in mechanics and spacetime physics), stochastic processes (used to model
stock market exchange and weather processes), games in the sense of game theory
(modelling social conflict and cooperation) and so on and so forth.
So it is necessary to generalise Lutz’ point. Instead of showing that there is no
substantial difference between indexed and labelled first-order structures, we need
to establish that every family of set-theoretic structures—no matter how complex
the structures are—has a model-theoretic counterpart that is able to serve the same
purposes.
The crucial question is whether that is possible at all. My point is that it is indeed
possible given that we use higher-order predicate logic of order ω (short: ‘HOL’) as
the logical framework. This liberality in the choice of logic enables us to find internal
languages for arbitrary families of set-theoretic structures only by determining how
they are constructed. Moreover, this choice of logic cannot be regarded as too liberal
since even the syntactic view of theories embraces HOL. For example, Carnap (1958)
explicitly took languages of scientific theories to be HOL-languages.
3 Higher-order languages for set-theoretic structures
In order to show that all families of set-theoretic structures have naturally correspond-
ing families of HOL-structures as their model-theoretic counterparts (Section 3.3), we
first have to make the concept of set-theoretic structure precise (Section 3.1) and
describe HOL-languages and HOL-structures (Section 3.2).
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3.1 Set-theoretic structures
Following Suppes, many proponents of the semantic view have—either explicitly or
implicitly—assumed that models are mathematical structures consisting of a collec-
tion of basic sets together with a collection of set-theoretic constructs over those basic
sets. The definition below captures this notion of structure in its most general form.
Definition 1 (B, C) is a set-theoretic structure iff
(1) B is a non-empty sequence of non-empty sets (called ‘basic sets’) and
(2) C is a countable ordinal-indexed sequence where every member is either an element
of some basic set in B or a set-theoretic construct over the basic sets B.
There are no further constraints regarding basic sets. They may have abstract objects
as members, but concrete entities are equally admissible. Set-theoretic constructs
over basic sets are what can be obtained by (repeatedly) taking Cartesian products
and power sets. Starting from basic sets, we can for instance easily obtain relations,
functions, relations between relations, functions of functions (such as operators or
functionals in the sense of functional analysis) and so on.
All or nearly all mathematical structures that are used as models in the sciences
can be viewed as set-theoretic structures as defined above. This also includes state
space structures in the sense of van Fraassen (1989). However, in order to rigorously
show that the definition of ‘set-theoretic structure’ applies in a given case, the notion
of set-theoretic construct needs to be made more precise. The most well-known way of
doing this goes back to Bourbaki (1968, 259–260) and rests on their notion of echelon
construction schemes. As Halvorson (2012, 189) points out, it has been explicitly
adopted by various philosophers of science advocating the semantic view. For instance,
Da Costa and French (2003), the Munich school of structuralists (Balzer et al, 1987)
or Scheibe (1997, Chapter II) use Bourbaki’s explication, which can be reconstructed
as follows.
Definition 2
(a) (s1, . . . , sn) is an echelon construction scheme for κ basic sets iff κ is an
ordinal less than or equal to ω and for every k ∈ N with 1 ≤ k ≤ n: sk is a pair of
natural numbers such that
(1) if pi1 (sk) = 0 and κ < ω, then 1 ≤ pi2 (sk) ≤ κ.
(2) if pi2 (sk) = 0, then 1 ≤ pi1 (sk) ≤ k − 1.
(3) if pi1 (sk) 6= 0 6= pi2 (sk), then 1 ≤ pi1 (sk) ≤ k − 1 and 1 ≤ pi2 (sk) ≤ k − 1.
(Here, pi1 and pi2 are the canonical projections for ordered pairs.)
(b) (E1, . . . , En) is the echelon construction over basic sets B given by construc-
tion scheme (s1, . . . , sn) iff (s1, . . . , sn) is an echelon construction scheme for |B|
basic sets and for all k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
(1) if pi1 (sk) = 0, then Ek = Bpi2(sk), where Bpi2(sk) is the pi2 (sk)-th basic set.
(2) if pi2 (sk) = 0, then Ek = P
(
Epi1(sk)
)
.
(3) if pi1 (sk) 6= 0 6= pi2 (sk), then Ek = Epi1(sk) × Epi2(sk).
(c) C is a set-theoretic construct over basic sets B iff C is a subset of the last
component of an echelon construction over basic sets B given by some echelon
construction scheme.
Let us take a simple example to see how these definitions work. We show that every
topological group (X, ∗, T ) is a set-theoretic structure with a sequence of basic sets
having only one member (X) and a two-element sequence (∗, T ) of set-theoretic con-
structs over X. To see that the group operation ∗ and the topology T are set-theoretic
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constructs over X, use the definitions above and note that the following statements
hold.
(1) S1 = ((0, 1) , (1, 1) , (2, 1)) and S2 = ((0, 1) , (1, 0)) are echelon construction schemes
for one basic set.
(2) (X,X ×X, (X ×X)×X) and (X,P(X)) are the echelon constructions over X
given by the construction schemes S1 and S2, respectively.
(3) ∗ ⊆ (X ×X)×X and T ⊆ P(X).
Similarly, one can show that measure spaces, topological vector spaces, differentiable
manifolds, stochastic processes, all kinds of dynamical systems or games in the sense
of game theory are set-theoretic structures using Bourbaki’s definitions.4
Set-theoretic structures come in different kinds. The models of a theory are usually
of one kind in the sense that they are set-theoretically constructed in the same way.
Definition 3 below explicates what kinds of set-theoretic structures are and what it
means that different set-theoretic structures are of the same kind. But first we need
two auxiliary definitions. Since different echelon construction schemes can lead to
the same construction result, it is useful to define an equivalence relation for echelon
construction schemes: S ≡ S′ iff S and S′ are both echelon construction schemes for κ
basic sets and, given a sequence of κ basic sets B, the final component of the echelon
construction over B given by S is identical to the final component of the echelon
construction over B given by S′. Moreover, let us use the notation ‘index (X )’ for the
ordinal which serves as the index set of a given ordinal-indexed sequence X .
Definition 3
(a) K is a kind of set-theoretic structures iff K consists of
(1) an ordinal κ such that 1 ≤ κ ≤ ω together with
(2) a countable ordinal-indexed sequence S such that for every α ∈ index (S),
Sα is either an equivalence class of echelon construction schemes for κ basic
sets or a natural number less than or equal to κ.
(b) A set-theoretic structure (B, C) is of kind K = (κ,S) iff the sequence B is of
length κ and index (C) = index (S) and for every α ∈ index (S):
(1) if Sα is a natural number, then Cα is an element of the basic set BSα .
(2) if Sα is an equivalence class of echelon construction schemes, then Cα is a
set-theoretic construct over B given by the construction schemes in Sα.
(c) C is a class of set-theoretic structures of the same kind (shorter: family
of set-theoretic structures) iff C is a class of set-theoretic structures and there
is exactly one kind of set-theoretic structures, K, such that every set-theoretic
structure in C is of kind K.5
So much for set-theoretic structures. The next section introduces the syntax of higher-
order logic as well as higher-order structures.
4 However, in practice one never checks whether Bourbaki’s definitions are satisfied when specifying
set-theoretic structures. The definitions of ‘echelon construction scheme’ and ‘echelon construction’
are awkward to use and there is no reward in unpacking them each time. Once one knows how they
work, it is clear when and that they apply. Their point is not that we need them in practice but rather
to provide—for theoretical purposes—a mathematically rigorous account of the formal architecture
all kinds of set-theoretic structures that we find in practice share.
5 Being of the same kind rules out ambiguous cases where the kind of set-theoretic structures is
not uniquely determined by their set-theoretic construction. For example, the singleton containing
only the structure (R, ∅) is ambiguous in this respect. But as soon as we add another structure with
a non-empty construct to this class, its kind of structures becomes uniquely determined.
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3.2 Structures of higher-order logic
There are many ways to specify a syntax for higher-order logic. Probably the most
prominent syntax is that of Church’s simple type theory, which is based on function
symbols only and allows to quantify over propositions. However, for our purposes it is
more convenient to use a syntax that is closer to first-order predicate logic (cf. Orey,
1959). Our higher-order languages have predicate variables and predicate constants
of all orders as well as the usual logical and auxiliary symbols. In contrast, first-order
languages have only predicate constants of order 1 and no predicate variables.
We have to assign types (arities) to predicate constants and variables. We use the
type constructors ⊗ and ℘ to generate types from basic types in the following way
(cf. Lambek and Scott, 1986; Awodey, 1997; Johnstone, 2002).
Definition 4 The full type hierarchy types (B) over a non-empty set B of basic
type symbols is defined as follows:
(1) Every basic type symbol of B is in types (B).
(2) If τ1, τ2 are in types (B), then τ1 ⊗ τ2 is in types (B). (‘product types’)
(3) If τ is in types (B), then ℘ (τ) is in types (B). (‘power types’)
For brevity’s sake, I will also say ‘type’ instead of ‘type symbol’. Basic types and
power types are called ‘simple types’. HOL-signatures (vocabularies) can be defined
as follows.
Definition 5 A HOL-signature Σ consists of
(1) a set of basic type symbols,
(2) a set of constant symbols and
(3) a mapping associating with each constant a simple type over the basic types.
Constant symbols of basic types are called ‘individual constants’ and constant symbols
of power types are called ‘predicate constants’. Given a HOL-signature Σ, formulas
and sentences of Σ are defined as usual (Awodey, 1997; Johnstone, 2002). The result-
ing higher-order language over Σ is denoted by ‘Lω (Σ)’.
In the next step, we introduce HOL-structures, i.e. interpretations of HOL-signatures.
For our purposes it suffices to consider only standard HOL-structures as opposed to
general structures (cf. Henkin, 1950). This allows to slightly simplify the usual defi-
nition, which Orey (1959, 73–74) spells out in detail.
Definition 6 Let Σ be a HOL-signature.
(a) B is a collection of basic sets for Σ iff B assigns non-empty sets to the basic
types of Σ.
(b) Given a collection B of basic sets for Σ, the expansion B+ of B to the full
type hierarchy over the basic types of Σ is defined as follows:
(1) B+ (β) = B (β) if β is a basic type of Σ.
(2) B+ (τ1 ⊗ τ2) = B+ (τ1)× B+ (τ2) if τ1, τ2 are types of Σ.
(3) B+ (℘ (τ)) = P (B+ (τ)) if τ is a type of Σ.
(c) (B, C) is a Σ-structure iff
(1) B is a collection of basic sets for Σ and
(2) C maps every Σ-constant c of type τ to an element of B+ (τ).
Satisfaction of a formula ϕ of Lω (Σ) in a Σ-structure A by a sequence of objects a
(short: A  ϕ[a]) and truth (A  ϕ) can be defined as usual.
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Example. One can view topological spaces as HOL-structures. First, one needs a
suitable HOL-signature ΣTOP consisting of a basic type symbol σ and a constant
symbol T of type ℘℘(σ), standing for the point set and the topology on it, respectively.
AΣTOP-structure assigns some setX to σ and some set of subsets ofX to T . Then one
can characterise various kinds of topological spaces qua ΣTOP-structures by means of
the sentences they satisfy. For instance, Hausdorff spaces are those ΣTOP-structures
that satisfy () the following sentences of Lω (ΣTOP):
∅ ∈ T ∧ σ ∈ T
∀A,B∈℘(σ)A ∩B ∈ T
∀F∈℘(T )
⋃
F ∈ T
∀x,y∈σ (x 6= y → ∃A,B∈T (x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ B ∧A ∩B = ∅))
The names of these formulas are written using metalinguistic abbreviation conventions
for HOL-formulas (cf. Awodey, 1997, 4).
3.3 Model-theoretic counterparts of set-theoretic structures
This section is devoted to showing that, given a family of set-theoretic structures of
the same kind, there is a suitable higher-order signature that fits these structures. This
allows us to transform set-theoretic structures into corresponding HOL-structures.
Suppose C is a family of set-theoretic structures. Then there is exactly one kind
of set-theoretic structures K = (κ,S) such that every structure in C is of kind K.
With this at hand, we define a signature. We use natural numbers as basic types
BTC := {βi : i ∈ N & i ≤ κ} with βi := i. Let α ∈ index (S). If Sα is an equivalence
class of echelon construction schemes in S, we specify for every echelon construction
scheme (s1, . . . , sn) in Sα a sequence aux (s1, . . . , sn) := (τ1, . . . , τn) of types from
the full type hierarchy types (BC) such that for all k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
(1) if pi1 (sk) = 0, then τk is the basic type βpi2(sk).
(2) if pi2 (sk) = 0, then τk is the power type ℘
(
τpi1(sk)
)
.
(3) if pi1 (sk) 6= 0 6= pi2 (sk), then τk is the product type τpi1(sk) ⊗ τpi2(sk).
The power type of the last member of aux (s1, . . . , sn), i.e. ℘ (τn), is called ‘the type
corresponding to the echelon construction scheme (s1, . . . , sn)’. Within one equiva-
lence class, all echelon construction schemes have the same corresponding type. This
justifies to speak of ‘the type corresponding to the equivalence class Sα’. Using these
preliminaries, we can define the HOL-signature corresponding to a given kind of set-
theoretic structures.
Definition 7 Let C be a family of set-theoretic structures and let K = (κ,S) be its
kind. We define the canonical HOL-signature ΣC associated with C as follows:
(1) The basic types of ΣC are given by BTC.
(2) The constant symbols of ΣC are given by CSC := {cα : α ∈ index (S)},
where cα := (α,Sα).
(3) The constants of ΣC are mapped to types as follows. For every α ∈ index (S): if
Sα is a natural number, then cα is of type βSα ; if Sα is an equivalence class of ech-
elon construction schemes, then cα is of the type corresponding to the equivalence
class Sα.
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Note that the signature ΣC depends only on the kind K of C. So distinct classes C 6=
C′ of set-theoretic structures of the same kind may have the same canonical signature
ΣC = ΣC′ . For example, different classes of topological spaces (e.g. T0, . . . , T6) all have
the same canonical signature. The higher-order language Lω (ΣC) over the signature
ΣC can be viewed as the internal language of the set-theoretic structures in the
family C.
Now we know how to construct a HOL-signature for a given family of set-theoretic
structures. This raises the question how unique this signature is. More precisely, the
question is whether there could be other HOL-signatures that fit the same class of
set-theoretic structures but are inequivalent to the canonical signature. In order to
answer that question we have to clarify what the relevant notion of equivalence be-
tween signatures is and what it means that a signature fits a family of set-theoretic
structures.
Two signatures are equivalent for all purposes just in case there is a signature
isomorphism between them. Signature isomorphisms capture the idea of changing
symbols while leaving everything else the same.
Definition 8 A HOL-signature isomorphism h : Σ → Σ′ consists of
(1) a bijection htyp from the basic type symbols of Σ to those of Σ
′ and
(2) a bijection hcon from the constant symbols of Σ to those of Σ
′ such that for all
constant symbols c of Σ, c is of type τ in Σ iff hcon(c) is of type h
+
typ(τ) in Σ
′
(where h+typ is the extension of htyp to the full type hierarchy commuting with the
type constructors ℘ and ⊗).
The idea of signature morphisms is taken from and plays a central role in institution
theory, which is a very general theory of systems consisting of syntax, models and
a satisfaction relation (cf. Goguen and Burstall, 1992; Diaconescu, 2008). Institution
theory generalises several concepts and results from first-order model theory.
A signature Σ fits a family of set-theoretic structures if it bears a suitable relation-
ship to the kind K of these structures. The idea is that it or an equivalent signature
could arise canonically from K. In order to make this more precise, we exploit the fact
that the canonical signature ΣC of a family C of set-theoretic structures faithfully
encodes the kind K of these structures.
Definition 9 A HOL-signature Σ fits a family C of set-theoretic structures iff Σ is
isomorphic to the canonical signature ΣC associated with C.
This definition has immediate consequences regarding existence and uniqueness of
HOL-signatures fitting a given class of set-theoretic structures.
Lemma 1
(a) If C is a family of set-theoretic structures, then its canonical signature ΣC fits C.
(b) If two HOL-signatures Σ,Σ′ both fit the same family of set-theoretic structures,
then Σ is isomorphic to Σ′.
So given a class C of set-theoretic structures of the same kind, the canonical signature
ΣC is up to signature isomorphism the only signature that fits C.
There is a sense in which a model-theoretic structure can be virtually the same as
a set-theoretic structure in the sense that it is able to serve the purposes. The example
in the introduction illustrates this: an affine plane (P,L, I) is virtually the same as
the interpretation of the first-order signature {σp, σl, } of affine geometry that maps
σp to P , σl to L and  to I. The only difference is that, when an affine plane is viewed
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as a set-theoretic structure, its components are ordered in a sequence, whereas they
are named by symbols when viewed as a model-theoretic structure. In such cases of
virtual sameness between a HOL-structure and a set-theoretic structure, it is apt to
say that the former is a model-theoretic counterpart of the latter or that the former
interprets its signature over the latter. The next definition makes this concept precise.
Definition 10 Suppose C is a family of set-theoretic structures and Σ is a HOL-
signature that fits C with signature isomorphism h : Σ → ΣC. Moreover, suppose
that A = (B, C) is in C and that A˜ = (B˜, C˜) is a Σ-structure. Then we say that A˜ is
a Σ-counterpart of A w.r.t. h iff
(a) for every basic type β of Σ, B˜ assigns the basic set Bh(β) to β;
(b) for every constant c of Σ, C˜ assigns the set-theoretic construct Cα to c, where α is
the first component of the pair h(c).
It follows that Σ-counterparts exist and are uniquely determined. More precisely:
Lemma 2 Suppose C is a family of set-theoretic structures and Σ is a HOL-signature
that fits C with signature isomorphism h : Σ → ΣC. If A is in C, then there is exactly
one Σ-structure A˜ that is a Σ-counterpart of A w.r.t. h.
The next definition explains what it means that a class of HOL-structures is a model-
theoretic counterpart of a class of set-theoretic structures.
Definition 11 Suppose C is a family of set-theoretic structures and Σ is a HOL-
signature that fits C with signature isomorphism h : Σ → ΣC. Let C˜ be a class of
Σ-structures. We say that C˜ is a Σ-counterpart of C w.r.t. h iff there is a unique
bijection F from C to C˜ such that for all A ∈ C, F (A) is a Σ-counterpart of A
w.r.t. h.
With these definitions and lemmata at hand, we can prove the main result of this
section. Loosely speaking, it says that given a family of models in the sense of the
strict semantic view, we can transform it into a family of models in the sense of the
liberal semantic view that is able to serve the same purposes.
Proposition. For every family C of set-theoretic structures, there is up to signa-
ture isomorphism exactly one HOL-signature Σ fitting C and exactly one class of
Σ-structures C˜ such that C˜ is a Σ-counterpart of C (w.r.t. a given signature isomor-
phism).
Proof Let C be a family of set-theoretic structures. We know from Lemma 1 that
there is up to signature isomorphism exactly one signature Σ that fits C. Let Σ be
a signature that fits C with signature isomorphism h : Σ → ΣC. Then by Lemma 2,
every A ∈ C has exactly one Σ-counterpart w.r.t. h. Let (·)Σ,h be the function that
maps every A ∈ C to its Σ-counterpart AΣ,h w.r.t. h. Let C˜ be the image of (·)Σ,h.
Then (·)Σ,h : C→ C˜ is surjective by definition.
Furthermore, (·)Σ,h : C → C˜ is injective. Let A = (B, C) and A′ = (B′, C′) be in
C and suppose AΣ,h = (A′)Σ,h. This together with Definition 10 yields: (1) For every
basic type β of Σ, Bh(β) = BΣ,h(β) = (B′)Σ,h(β) = B′h(β). (2) For every constant c of
Σ, Cα = CΣ,h(c) = (C′)Σ,h(c) = C′α, where α is the first component of the pair h(c).
Let K = (κ,S) be the kind of C. Then h being a signature isomorphism together
with the above equations implies: (3) For i ∈ N with i ≤ κ, Bi = BΣ,h(h−1(i)) =
(B′)Σ,h(h−1(i)) = B′i. (4) For every α ∈ index(S), Cα = CΣ,h(h−1((α,Sα))) =
(C′)Σ,h(h−1((α,Sα))) = C′α. Hence, A = A′.
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Thus, (·)Σ,h : C → C˜ is a bijection that maps every A ∈ C to its Σ-counterpart
w.r.t. h. Moreover, every bijection that does this coincides with (·)Σ,h. So by Defini-
tion 11, C˜ is a Σ-counterpart of C w.r.t. h. It follows from Lemma 2 that C˜ is the
only Σ-counterpart of C w.r.t. h.
In essence, this proposition gives us a function C 7→ CΣ,h that maps any given
family of set-theoretic structures C to its unique Σ-counterpart CΣ,h w.r.t. h. Note
that the counterpart mapping has two parameters: Σ and h. So one family of set-
theoretic structures has model-theoretic counterparts in various isomorphic signa-
tures. Of course, all of these counterparts are indistinguishable apart from the choice
of symbols in their signatures. Yet, it is sometimes useful to have a canonical counter-
part at hand. For a set-theoretic structure A ∈ C, its canonical counterpart is defined
as the ΣC-counterpart of A w.r.t. the identity-isomorphism on ΣC . We denote the
canonical counterpart of A ∈ C by ‘AΣC ’. The canonical counterpart of the family C
itself is given by CΣC = {AΣC : A ∈ C}.
Example. We consider the class H of Hausdorff spaces qua set-theoretic structures in
order to illustrate how the described method works. Proponents of the strict semantic
view could specify this family of set-theoretic structures as follows: (X, T ) is a member
of H iff X is a non-empty set and T ⊆ P(X) such that ∅ and X are in T , T is closed
under binary intersections, T is closed under arbitrary unions and (X, T ) has the
Hausdorff-property. (For brevity, I denote sequences with just one member by the
name of the member itself if there is no danger of confusion.) As we already know
from the example at the end of Section 3.2, T is a set-theoretic construct over X
given by the echelon construction scheme S := ((0, 1) , (1, 0)). So every topological
space (X, T ) is a structure of kind top := (1, [S]≡). Now we construct the canonical
HOL-signature for H using the method described above.
(1) First, note that there is only one basic type in BTH, namely 1.
(2) The type in types (BTH) that corresponds to the equivalence class [S]≡ is ℘ (℘ (1)).
(3) The canonical signature ΣH consists of the basic type 1 and the predicate constant
(1, [S]≡) of type ℘ (℘ (1)). This is up to signature isomorphism the only signature
that fits H. It is convenient to introduce simpler metalinguistic names for the
symbols of ΣH. Let ‘σ’ denote the type symbol 1 and let ‘T ’ denote the constant
symbol (1, [S]≡).
(4) Lω (ΣH) is the internal higher-order language of Hausdorff spaces.
For any Hausdorff space qua set-theoretic structure, (X, T ), its canonical counterpart
(X, T )ΣH assigns the set X to the basic type symbol σ and the set of sets T to the
constant symbol T . Of course, the canonical counterpart of a Hausdorff space qua
set-theoretic structure should turn out to be a Hausdorff spaces qua ΣH-structures,
meaning that it should satisfy the characteristic Lω(ΣH)-axioms listed in the example
at the end of Section 3.2. One can show that this is indeed the case.
Corollary
(a) (X, T ) is a Hausdorff space qua set-theoretic structure iff its canonical counterpart
(X, T )ΣH is a Hausdorff space qua ΣH-structures.
(b) The canonical counterpart HΣH of H coincides with the class Hhol of Hausdorff
spaces qua ΣH-structures.
Granted, this is just a toy example. Nonetheless, it shows how Halvorson’s (2012, 189)
worry that “there are more complicated cases of mathematical structures—such as
topological spaces—that cannot be derived in this way from a first-order language”
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can be met by the proposed method of constructing internal higher-order signatures
and languages. Moreover, we know from the proposition above that this method works
for all set-theoretic structures—no matter how complex they are. For example, it is not
hard to specify a HOL-signature for smooth manifolds qua model-theoretic structures.
Future work will examine more elaborate examples like that in detail.
4 Consequences for the syntax-semantics debate
The conclusion of the last section is that every family of models in the sense of the
strict semantic view has a model-theoretic counterpart: a family of models in the
sense of the liberal semantic view. There is a sense in which families of set-theoretic
structures encode syntactic information that can be turned into a full-fledged “yoke
of syntax”, to use van Fraassen’s metaphor. The only difference between set-theoretic
structures and HOL-structures is that the components of the former are ordered in
sequences, whereas the components of the latter are named by symbols. But this
difference is not substantial. Thus, the strict semantic view is not a real alternative
to the liberal semantic view. They only disagree about whether models should be
taken to be set-theoretic structures or rather interpretations of formal languages—
but this is no reasonable point of disagreement when the languages in question may
be languages of higher-order logic.
In view of this conclusion, let us reassess the main objections against the liberal
semantic view and the strong semantic view. The following two sections address the
these objections, namely (1) Halvorson’s (2012; 2013) concern about the strict seman-
tic view that it cannot cope with the problem of equivalence and (2) van Fraassen’s
(1989, 366) concern about the liberal semantic view that the advantages of the se-
mantic view get lost if models are taken to be interpretations of formal languages.
4.1 The problem of equivalence and the strict semantic view
The existence of internal higher-order languages of set-theoretic structures implies
my conditional claim C2: if we find a solution to the problem of equivalence for the
liberal semantic view (by making use of syntax), then this solution can be carried
over to the strict semantic view. The reason for this is that any given equivalence
relation ∼ between classes of HOL-structures can be indirectly applied to classes of
set-theoretic structures by directly applying it to their model-theoretic counterparts.
Using the symbol ∼∗ for indirect ∼-equivalence, we can make this idea precise by the
following schema.
Definition schema. Suppose C1 and C2 are families of set-theoretic structures.
C1 ∼∗ C2 iff there are HOL-signatures Σ1 and Σ2 fitting C1 and C2 with signature
isomorphisms h1 and h2 such that C
Σ1,h1
1 ∼ CΣ2,h22 .
The important point here is that ∼ may take into account syntax. For instance, it may
rely on syntactic notions such as ‘formula’, ‘definition’ or ‘translation’. This allows to
transfer Glymour’s (2013) defence of the liberal semantic view against the problem
of equivalence to the strict semantic view: the criterion of definitional equivalence
for classes of model-theoretic structures can be carried over and applied to classes of
set-theoretic structures.
Example. Here is a simple example to illustrate how classes of set-theoretic structures
can be shown to be definitionally equivalent using internal languages. Topological
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spaces can be defined in various ways. Sometimes they are defined with open sets as
primitive, i.e. in the form (X, T ). Sometimes they are defined with interior operators as
primitive, i.e. in the form (X, int). In practice, these presentation are viewed as equiv-
alent. To justify this one shows how to define a class of open sets in terms of an interior
operator and vice versa. Internal languages make it possible to capture this practice in
a mathematically rigorous way by demonstrating that the class of topological spaces
with open sets as primitive (TOP) is definitionally equivalent6 to the class of topo-
logical spaces with interior operators as primitive (INT). We consider their canonical
HOL-counterparts TOPΣTOP and INTΣINT , where ΣINT = (σ, i) is a HOL-signature
with the same basic type symbol as ΣTOP and i as a constant of type ℘(℘(σ)⊗℘(σ)).
We have to expand the structures on both sides to a common signature Σ+ containing
σ as basic type and T and i as constants. TOPΣTOP can be definitionally expanded
to the signature Σ+ using the HOL-formula ∀A∈℘(σ)i(A) =
⋃{U ∈ T : U ⊆ A}. On
the other hand, INTΣINT can be definitionally expanded to the signature Σ+ using
the HOL-formula T = {A ∈ ℘(σ) : A = i(A)}. As before, the names of these formulas
are written using metalinguistic abbreviation conventions. It follows that these two
definitional expansions coincide. Hence, TOPΣTOP and INTΣINT are definitionally
equivalent. This justifies calling TOP and INT definitionally equivalent as well (by
the definition schema at the beginning of this subsection).
Of course, one could object against Glymour’s proposed solution that definitional
equivalence is in general not an adequate criterion of equivalence (cf. Barrett and
Halvorson, 2016, 2017). However, the strategy described above works equally well for
more sophisticated criteria such as the criterion of generalised definitional equivalence
(also known as ‘Morita equivalence’) developed by Madara´sz (2002), Andre´ka et al
(2008) as well as Barrett and Halvorson (2016), the criterion of bi-interpretability
(Ahlbrandt and Ziegler, 1986) or the criterion of definable categorical equivalence
(Hudetz, 2017). These criteria also make use of syntax and have formulations that
can be applied to classes of HOL-structures. By means of the above definition schema,
they can be applied to set-theoretic structures too.
4.2 About loss of advantages
Let us now turn to van Fraassen’s worry that we lose some of the advantages of the
semantic view if models are taken to be interpretations of formal object languages. Van
Fraassen is not specific about what exactly the problem is. However, it seems natural
that his worry is that the celebrated language independence of models and theories
would be lost if models come with associated languages. Yet, this worry would be in
vain. As shown above, set-theoretic structures also come with associated languages—
although not explicitly. So set-theoretic structures are also not completely language
independent. They can only be language independent in the much weaker sense that
we do not make use of their associated languages. But we could do the same when it
comes to HOL-structures: if we like, we can simply ignore the associated languages
of HOL-structures in practice by not making any use of them. Whether and under
which circumstances we should or should not make use of formal object languages is
a pragmatic and context-dependent question rather than a question of principle. In
my opinion, the possibility of explicating intertheoretic relations such as equivalence
or reduction by making use of syntactic notions such as definability or translation
6 Classes of structures are definitionally equivalent iff they have a common definitional expansion.
For details and a definition of ‘definitional expansion’ see Andre´ka et al (2008).
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provides a strong pragmatic reason in favour of using languages at least for some
purposes.
So maybe van Fraassen’s worry about the liberal semantic view is actually about
pragmatic drawbacks. One might fear that using HOL-structures instead of set-
theoretic structures would be more complicated because it forces us to be unnec-
essarily explicit about the components of structures when specifying a signature. For
example, vector spaces are commonly defined as triples (V,⊕,) and the underlying
field is not understood as a component of the structure. However, in the liberal se-
mantic approach we had to add the field explicitly as a component of the structure.
In some situations this might be bothersome and seen as a practical drawback. (Of
course, in other situations it could also be a good thing to reinforce exactness.) Be that
as it may. The point is that, when using HOL-structures, we do not have to mention
all the components in practice if they are clear from the context. We can just as well
leave out implicit components in our metalinguistic notation of HOL-structures as we
do it when dealing with set-theoretic structures. When we talk about vector spaces
as triples of the form (V,⊕,) we silently presuppose that there is some underlying
field equipped with the usual operations, although we do not bother mentioning it.
Analogously we can silently presuppose that the signature for vector spaces contains
a basic type for scalars and symbols for all the usual field operations without writing
them down. So using HOL-structures is not more complicated than using set-theoretic
structures in this respect.
There is one last concern that needs to be addressed. Van Fraassen (1985) argues
that we lose the possibility of characterising important set-theoretic structures (such
as the natural number structure and the field of real numbers) when we characterise
them internally by means of formulas in an object language. However, this objection
loses its force when we use higher-order logic with standard semantics. In higher-order
logic with standard semantics, we can characterise the natural number structures and
field of real numbers uniquely up to isomorphism. Furthermore, the liberal semantic
view does not even entail that we should characterise the HOL-structures we are in-
terested in purely internally. We can also characterise them externally if we wish. As
noted above, we are not forced to use the languages of HOL-structures for specific pur-
poses. For example, instead of characterising the class of Hausdorff spaces internally
by means of formulas of the language Lω(ΣTOP), we could also characterise them
externally by imposing conditions on them in the metalanguage without making any
use of sentences of the formal object language. We could say that a ΣTOP-structure A
is a Hausdorff space iff ∅A and σA are in TA, TA is closed under binary intersections,
TA is closed under arbitrary unions and (σA, TA) has the Hausdorff-property. Note
that this is exactly analogous to the definition of Hausdorff spaces qua set-theoretic
structures in the sense of the strict semantic view (see the example at the end of
Section 3.3). So the presence of object languages is surely not an obstacle for char-
acterising classes of model-theoretic structures. Furthermore, syntactic notions such
as satisfaction of formulas or definability are directly applicable even if the classes of
structures in question are characterised only externally.
In my opinion, the best way of specifying the class of models of a theory involves
both internal and external characterisation. First, one externally characterises a class
of HOL-structures serving as a background framework. (For example, these structures
may all be required to contain the field of real numbers as a reduct.) In the second
step, one lays down the statements specific to the theory. These statements single
out the theory’s models from the background framework. This approach has the ad-
vantage that mathematical assumptions that are not specific to the theory (e.g. real
analysis) can be encoded in the background framework and, hence, do not have to be
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repeated as axioms. Only the specific statements of the theory are used for internal
characterisation: they are the only statements in the object language that have to
be specified. Thus, they are clearly distinguished from mere framework truths (i.e.
sentences that are true in all structures of the background framework). Describing
and illustrating this approach in more detail is reserved for future work.
5 Conclusions
Several philosophers of science construe models of scientific theories as set-theoretic
structures. Some of them go further, claiming that models should not be construed
as structures in the sense of model theory. I have argued that if we are ready to
construe models as set-theoretic structures (strict semantic view), we could equally
well construe them as model-theoretic structures of higher-order logic (liberal semantic
and syntactic view). I have shown that every family of set-theoretic structures has an
up to signature isomorphism unique model-theoretic counterpart.
The results of this paper support the idea that model-theoretic structures of
higher-order logic are able to serve the same purposes as set-theoretic structures.
Moreover, model-theoretic structures have the extra advantage of allowing a direct
application of syntactic concepts such as satisfaction of formulas, definability, trans-
lation or definitional equivalence. However, my results also show that—via the coun-
terpart relation mentioned above—it is possible to indirectly apply such syntactic
notions to set-theoretic structures as well.
Taken together, these results suggest that the dispute between the strict and the
liberal semantic view can be overcome. If the strict semantic view on one hand and
the liberal semantic view together with the liberal syntatic view on the other hand
are the only competing positions left in the syntax-semantics debate (which currently
seems to be the case), then the syntax-semantics debate may be regarded as resolved.
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